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This year we start uploading (parts of) CONTEXT, a full featured, parameter driven, integrated and stable macro package, to the CTAN distribution sites. We will at least support the dutch and english user interface (commands, parameters, messages), but when needed, we can define some more.

As an independant package CONTEXT has got its own entry at CTAN. The context directory will be structured as:

- /context/ppchtex
- /context/generic
- /context/sources
- /context/extras
- /context/documents

At the moment, we’ve uploaded the stand alone chemical module PPCHTEX, and when you read this, the verbatim and debugger modules will be located under generic. The full CONTEXT distribution will be located under sources and additional modules under extras.

Documentation, i.e. the 450+ pages paper users manual as well as the interactive manual, which is cross linked to its source, will be under documents. At this moment we’re half way documenting the source. The complete source itself will be available as soon as the documentation is finished. We can be reached by e-mail at pragma@pi.net.